Picture Books Featuring Animals!

- **Pete the Cat and the new guy** by Kimberly and James Dean
- **Make way for ducklings** by Robert McCloskey ([en español](#))
- **Chu's day** by Neil Gaiman
- **Five little ducks** illustrated by Ivan Bates ([en español](#))
- **The very busy spider** by Eric Carle ([en español](#))
- **Duck on a tractor** by David Shannon
- **The little rabbit who liked to say moo** by Jonathan Allen
- **Wally does not want a haircut** by Amanda Driscoll
- **Barnyard banter** by Denise Fleming
- **Chicken Little** by Rebecca Emberley and Ed Emberley
- **The little red hen** by Jerry Pinkney
- **I am a wolf** by Kelly Leigh Miller
- **I am not a fox** by written by Karina Wolf
- **I am a cat** by Galia Bernstein
- **How to be a lion** by Ed Vere
- **Llama Llama red pajama** by Anna Dewdney ([en español](#))
- **Owl babies** by Martin Waddell
- **An octopus followed me home** by Dan Yaccarino
- **Finding Winnie** by Lindsay Mattick
- **Clifford the big red dog** by Norman Bridwell ([en español](#))

To view this list in our catalog, [click here](#)